KADS Committee COVID19 Meeting
Tuesday 15.09.20
Virtual Meeting due to COVID19
Attendees: LT, EW, RS, DT, MD, JB, CC, DD, KD, KH,SRD
Apologies: ET, MG

Government Guidelines
New government guidance has come in, but doesn’t have any impact on the club plans. Could
be a bad perception of the club as wider society aren’t happy with the 6 socialising rule
BDL
BDL is completely cancelled now, but may be reviewed again at another time but unlikely. A
member has posted a message on facebook from another club with the message so no need for
further communication from us.
The club could put on a BDL lockdown league, similar to the summer one. Jason can help
produce the spread sheet and the committee/another member can lead on it. We had 30
members join in the summer lockdown league.
Action Plan
The committee reviewed the covid19 action plan with feedback from committee members and
an independent health and safety advisor. All points raised were resolved
Wider Club Communications
Leigh will create another video to explain to the club what has been happening behind closed
doors
Half Marathon Run
Kerstine has been asked to redo the route a couple of times to avoid crossing roads and
Eastwood town centre. There is a struggle with putting all these elements in as it isn’t in race
conditions. She will have another look at the route and send to the run leaders
Headtorch Runs

The club H&S policy talks about running on well lit roads; the insurance policy says that we
should be visible on runs. We would need to check with EA to make sure that we comply with
their guidance - Emma will look into this

AGM
We won’t be able to do a ‘normal’ AGM. The constitution states that no more than 15 months
should elapse between AGMs.
The changing of roles at the minute could cause a lot of chaos in trying to move roles over.
A formal communication to the club would be sent saying that we would look to extend to
February in lines with constitution and review in January.

